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Objectives

Explore reasons for why people are 
difficult
Learn about different behavior styles and 
how they may be perceived as difficult
Deal with difficult situations by calling 
people on non-productive behaviors



Personal Introductions

At your tables, share your
Name
Work you do
Company
Finish the sentence. “At work, I really wish 
people would…..”

Share statement from each table



Your Goal

Get what you want from others by helping 
them get what they want first
Take personal ownership for removing 
obstacles
Have an open dialogue about what is 
getting in the way



People are Difficult Because… 

Your priority is not theirs
There is nothing in it for them 

Basic human needs are:
Recognition
Belonging
Security
Self-esteem
Financial well-being
Control over one’s life



People are Difficult Because…..

Performance-related Issues
Don’t know how-don’t have the skill/knowledge
Don’t have decision-making authority
Job expectations are unclear
Job measures are inconsistent with task 
requests
Consequences/Rewards are not clear



People are Difficult Because…..

Work Load

Dying on the vine

In comfort zone

Some
challenge

Best performance

Too much pressure

Burn out

Stress
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People are Difficult Because…..

The issue is about us
Sometimes we perceive people as difficult 
when we feel threatened or challenged



People are Difficult Because…..

Different Behavior Styles
Their manner of working is very different 
from ours
Consider social styles matrix as a tool that 
helps us understand people’s behaviors 
and learn more about their needs and 
expectations



Behavior Styles Matrix

•Facts, logic
•Accuracy, details
•Solid solutions
•Like process
•Need time

Analytical

•Often pause
•Deliberate
•Limited gestures
•Don’t show emotion
•Limited eye contact
•Lean back

Personal 
Motivator:
Respect

Ask-Directed Tell-Directed

Task-Focused

People-Focused

Driver
•Focused on task
•Results-oriented
•Direct and to the point
•Make quick decisions
•Like to be in control
•Enjoy challenges
•Get down to business

•Controlled movements
•Fast paced
•Steady eye contact
•Formal 
•Lean forward to emphasize point

Personal Motivator:
Control

Amiable
•Methodical, steady pace
•Dedicated, loyal
•Value cooperation
•Teamwork
•Accepting of others
•Need time-no pressure
•Coach and council
•Build strong relationships

•Good listeners
•Empathetic
•Unassuming
•Good eye contact
•Speech is slow 
•Choose words 
carefully

•Relaxed body 
language

Personal Motivator:
Approval

Expressive•Creative
•Big picture
•Like to generate new ideas
•Variety is spice of life
•Flexible to change
•Challenge status quo
•Dislike structure
•Look for shortcuts 
•Interest in people, energized
•Value teamwork

•Expansive gestures
•Open about feelings
•Express thoughts freely
•Fast pace-speech, movement
•Steady eye contact
•Can get in physical space

Personal Motivator:
Recognition



Communication Strategies

Call behavior by offering feedback
Listen
Empathize
Gain commitment
Show interest and concern
Establish clear boundaries



Constructive Feedback Model

1. Describe the behavior (i.e. “When you…”; “I’ve 
noticed…”)

2. Explain the impact (it means…; this happens…..; it 
affects…..; I feel….; it is important because…..

3. Describe the change you would like to see (“What I 
would like is…..”; “I would appreciate it if….”)

4. Open the discussion (Ask “What do you think?”, “Is this 
going to be possible?”)

5. Request a commitment (Ask them to offer suggestions 
for next steps to ensure sustained behavior change)



When All Else Fails

Escalate 
Work around
Lobby for support from other sources
Move on 



Conclusion

Managing differences effectively requires an 
understanding of people’s needs, expectations, 
challenges and behavior styles
Use communications skills such as listening and 
giving and receiving feedback to ensure clarity 
and gain commitment
Address issues with empathy
Only use drastic measures when all else fails



Thank You!!

Nahla Kor
nahla@korcapabilities.ca
www.korcapabilities.ca
519-886-2606


